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Introduction 

Human industrial activity through the consumption and flaring of fossil fuels has resulted in the emission of nearly 
30 billion tons of CO2 for the year 2010 according to the Energy Information Administration, seeing a constant 
increase for CO2 atmospheric concentrations since the beginning of the industrial age. Indeed, the CO2 
concentrations have risen from 280 ppm in the 18th century to about 390 ppm in 2010 and have been forecasted 
to continue increasing at a rate of 2 ppm per year. Therefore, carbon dioxide capture and storage (CCS) 
techniques which involve capturing the CO2 coming from the combustion of fossil fuels and some industrial 
processes; then transporting and injecting this CO2 (either in a supercritical or liquid state) in geological 
formations need to be investigated to ensure that these methods could help reduce or mitigate CO2 emissions to 
the atmosphere. 

Over a long period of time, the Earth’s oceans and seas can sequester and absorb a significant part of 
atmospheric CO2 which is slowly moved from surface waters to deeper waters (between 40% to 50%); mainly 
because the solubility of CO2 in water increases with increasing pressure. As a result, numerical and experimental 
analyses have been conducted over the last three decades to find out if the Earth’s oceans and marginal seas 
could potentially sequester more anthropogenic CO2 if it was directly injected in the deep waters (Nakashiki et al, 
1995). In fact, it has been shown that when liquid CO2 is sprayed at depths greater than 9,000 feet, this 
greenhouse gas becomes denser than seawater because of the low temperatures (ranging between 35°F and 
40°F) and high pressures (greater than 4,000 psi) conditions present at these depths, and that the CO2 slowly 
sinks to the bottom of the ocean floor and eventually forms a CO2 structure with the form of a lake (Fer and 
Haugen, 2003). Nevertheless, computer simulations have also demonstrated that not only, at the seafloor, the 
deep-sea marine ecosystems may be harmed but also that due to the effects of deep oceans or deep sea 
currents, the CO2 may be displaced and be eventually transported back to the water surface level after several 
years and, be released back into the Earth’s atmosphere. 

Besides, in order to hold on the benefits of storing CO2 in the deep oceans or deep seas where low temperatures 
and high pressures make liquid CO2 denser than seawater, some studies have proposed that liquid CO2 could be 
injected below the Earth’s deep oceans seafloor and, therefore, profit from a buoyant trap and also, in some 
locations, benefit from a second trapping mechanism with the presence or formation of hydrates that could 
impede the migration of liquid CO2 (House et al, 2006 and 2008, Schrag, 2009, Goldberg, 2010). The great 
advantage of this CO2 sequestration alternative resides in the fact that the lower density pore-fluid which is the 
fluid present within the sediments relative to the higher densisty liquid CO2 may, in turn, act as a buoyant trap in 
the global ‘liquid CO2 – pore-fluid’ system. Also, through several case studies discussed in detail, the viability of 
sequestering CO2 in deepwater sub-seabed formations has been shown and confirmed that it could constitute an 
attractive alternative in the carbon capture and storage (CCS) technologies portfolio as compared to the other 
CO2 sequestration techniques because, for instance, it does not require monitoring or is not sensitive to fractures 
or geomechanical perturbations occurring within the deepwater sediment column (Pilisi and Ghorbani, 2012). 

Deepwater Injection Sites Features 

The optimization and parametric studies presented in this technical paper use massively data coming from the 
different expedition reports and analyses from the Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP between 1968 and 1983), the 
Ocean Drilling Program (ODP between 1985 and 2004) and the Integrated Ocean Drilling Program (IODP since 
2004). Based on the numerous boreholes that have been drilled, monitored and cored in different deepwater 
regions of the world, eight different CO2 injection sites have been selected for these numerical analyses on the 
basis of different sediment characteristics such as sediment type, thickness, porosity, permeability, geothermal 
gradient and geographical location. Since the site location should be positioned not too far from the main CO2 
emitting regions, the eight deepwater CO2 injection sites have been selected across the northern hemisphere 
located relatively close to three of the five main clusters that release a significant part of anthropogenic CO2 each 
year (i.e. U.S.A., Japan, Western Europe and China) as shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Locations of the eight CO2 injection sites (modified image reproduced from the GEBCO world map) 

However, no numerical simulations have been run for deepwater CO2 injection sites located in Western Europe 
because analogous sites such as the Gulf of Mexico for the Mediterranean Sea or the East Coast of the U.S. for 
the North Atlantic Ocean located close to the United Kingdom, France, Spain or Portugal can be found in the 
several case studies that have been investigated and therefore results are expected to be very similar. Table 1 
summarizes the main parameters that have been used in the numerical simulations for the different CO2 injection 
sites located around the coasts of Japan, the United States and Central America. 

Table 1. Summary of the main parameters for the eight cases studies 

LOCATION Sediment Types Porosity Permeability
Water depth 

(Feet)
Sediment 

Thickness (Feet)
Pressure at 

Seabed (psi)
Temperature at 

Seafloor

Average 
Geothermal 

Gradient

Injection Rate 
(Tons/day)

Gulf of Mexico, U.S.A.
Lithogenous 
(Siliclastic) 70% to 85% 1 μD to 11 mD 11,000 328 4,919 35°F 2°F/100 ft 5,000

Pacific, U.S. West Coast
Red Clay (Mixed with 

Silt and Sand) 60% to 85% 1 mD to 40 mD 15,022 328 6,718 35°F 4°F/100 ft 5,000

North-West Pacific
Pelagic Clay 

(Calcareous Ooze) 68% to 81% 0.5 mD to 15 
mD

14,857 328 6,644 35°F 2°F/100 ft 5,000

Central Pacific
Pelagic Clay 

(Siliceous Ooze) 63% to 91% 0.4 mD to 1000 
mD

12,000 328 5,366 35°F 6°F/100 ft 5,000

Japan Sea
 Continental Margin 
(Basaltic/Doleritic) 60% to 80% 0.1 mD to 40 

mD
9,281 328 4,150 35°F 6°F/100 ft 5,000

Offshore Japan, Pacific 
Ocean

Pelagic Clay 
(Calcareous Ooze) 42% to 66% 7.5 mD to 18.5 

mD
9,850 328 4,405 35°F 6°F/100 ft 5,000

Offshore Japan, Pacific 
Ocean

Pelagic Clay 
(Siliceous Ooze) 67% to 83% 2 μD to 1.6 mD 18,158 328 8,120 35°F 2°F/100 ft 5,000

Atlantic Ocean
Pelagic Clay 

(Calcareous Ooze) 55% to 72% 0.1 mD to 2 mD 9,855 328 4,407 35°F 2°F/100 ft 5,000
 

Reservoir Simulation and Base Case Results 

This study is focused on the optimization and parametric studies based upon the previous investigations of the 
feasibility of CO2 sequestration for different deepwater sediments located in the northern hemisphere by modeling 
the liquid CO2 plume mobility once injected in the sediments using an equation of state compositional reservoir 
simulator (GEMTM) with the additional greenhouse gas module (GHG). The results of the numerical models mainly 
show the variations in CO2 concentration in the sediments pore-volume and the immobility or migration of the CO2 
plume as a function of sediments temperature, pressure and injection rate (see Figure 4). 

The reservoir model under study is a 328 feet (100 meters) deepwater lithogenous sediment layer located 
offshore Japan in the Japan Sea in 9,300 feet of water. The reservoir is normally pressure with a pressure at 
seabed of 4,150 psi and a temperature of 35°F. In addition, the average geothermal gradient in the sediments is 
6°F per 100 feet. The CO2 injection process employed in this reservoir consists of the following steps. At first, the 
CO2 is injected in the deepwater sub-seabed formations with a rate of 5,000 tons per day for 25 years, then the 
injection operations are stopped and the simulations are still run for another 225 years. 

The simulation grid is 25 grid blocks in the x direction, 25 grid blocks in the y direction, and 60 grid blocks in the z 
direction. A CO2 injector has been positioned at grid blocks (13, 13, z=0 to z=60) and completed at lower parts of 
the simulation model. Moreover, to create a heterogeneous model of the deepwater sediment, Gaussian 
distributions for both the porosity and the permeability have been generated using unconditional Gaussian 
geostatistical simulations which, based on a set of known measurements of permeability and porosity and given 
as input the mean, variance and standard deviation values for permeability and porosity for the Japan Sea case 
study, generate a new set of spatial variables for each grid block of the reservoir model. Figure 2 shows a three 
dimensional representation of the reservoir model for the Japan Sea sediments and therefore illustrate how the 
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unconditional Gaussian geostatistical simulations can generate three dimensional heterogeneous matrices of the 
permeability and the porosity for lithogenous sediments that have been deposited in the Sea of Japan. The 
permeability and porosity distribution histograms which have been generated using unconditional Gaussian 
geostatistical methods are shown in Figure 3. In addition, it is important to note that the vertical to horizontal 
permeability ratio used in the base case simulation is equal to 0.1 which could influence the vertical mobility of the 
CO2 plume once injected. 

 
Figure 2. 3D map representing the heterogeneity of the permeability (left) and porosity (right) of the Japan Sea 

deepwater sediments 

Min: 4 mDarcy
Max: 32 mDarcy
Mean: 20 mDarcy

Min: 0.0986
Max: 0.9988
Mean: 0.6847

 
Figure 3. Permeability (left) and porosity (right) distributions in the lithogenous sediments reservoir model for the 

Japan Sea 

For the base case, the results of the numerical simulations that show the global mole fraction of the injected CO2 
in the deepwater lithogenous sediments after a timeframe of 250 years are presented in Figure 4. Additionally, it 
can be seen that the CO2 migrates slowly both in the lateral and vertical directions but remains trapped within the 
sediments staying on the bottom part of the reservoir model. Indeed, CO2 mole fraction takes values of 1.0 (red 
color on Figure 4) in the vicinity of the injection zone for a volume representing about 5x5x9 grid blocks. Also, the 
slow migration and dissolution of the CO2 can be visualized on Figure 4 with the orange, yellow, light green and 
light blue colors and it can, also, be seen that the lateral migration is greater than the upwards mobility due to the 
low vertical to horizontal permeability ratio. However, CO2 concentration values in the upper and farthest lateral 
parts of the sediments model are null (dark blue color on Figure 4). 

 
Figure 4. CO2 mole fraction profile in the lithogenous sediments of the Japan Sea 

Sensitivity Analysis and Optimization 

Experimental Design 

Injecting CO2 in deepwater sub-seabed sediments can be considered a high-risk process. Some reasons are 
technology performance of the capture, separation, transportation processes; reliability of the injection systems, 
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long project life, and reservoir uncertainties. However, with significant improvement in simulation and optimization 
tools, CO2 injection in deepwater geological formations right under the seafloor is feasible if the design is 
implemented carefully. 

Reservoir petrophysical and fluid properties, and also financial variables are usually the uncertain and design 
parameters. An experimental design and response surface methodologies have been used in this study in order 
to obtain the optimum design under certain uncertainties and to finally come up with an optimal combination of the 
decision variables. These methodologies are notably based on applying multi-regression analysis and analysis of 
variance between the objective function (dependent variable) and other uncertain and process variables 
(independent variables). Thus, the main goal of these methodologies is to find an optimal combination of design 
and state variables under uncertainties to maximize the amount of CO2 that is injected in the deepwater 
sediments and the CO2 that remains sequestered permanently. 

The first step when trying to optimize CO2 injection in sub-seabed formations process is to choose the objective 
function or response for the process. Thus, experimental design and response surface (D-optimal) methodologies 
have been used to perform the sensitivity analysis and optimization of uncertain and design parameters. Six 
uncertain and design variables have been selected for sensitivity analysis purpose by using a two level factorial 
design method. The low and high values for these parameters are selected based on the quality of the data and 
also relative experience with CO2 injection in oil and gas reservoirs. These six parameters are listed as follows: 

a. Sediment porosity in deepwater sediments is relatively high with values ranging between 40% and 90% 
for sediment depths less than 1,500 feet below the seafloor (Spinelli et al., 2004) which provides the 
maximum void space that can be occupied by the injected CO2 in the sediments and therefore constitutes 
a critical parameter for permanent storage of the CO2. Thus, three values of porosity are selected: 42%, 
75% and 90%. 

b. Because different types of formations can take a wide range of permeability values going from a few 
microDarcies to hundreds of milliDarcy and influence directly the migration flow of the CO2 plume, 
permeability has been selected also as a key parameter. Thus, two values of permeability are chosen for 
respectively the low permeability sediments (0.1 mD) and the relatively high permeability deepwater 
sediments (500 mD). 

c. In addition, the anisotropic properties of a reservoir can greatly influence the mobility of the CO2. The 
vertical permeability over horizontal permeability ratio can take values ranging between 0.1 and 1.0. If the 
ratio is equal to 1.0, therefore the CO2 plume can displace equally in all directions. Hence, two values of 
anisotropy have been chosen for the optimization and parametric studies: 0.1 and 0.8. 

d. As depth increases, temperature of the sediments which is a function of the thermal properties of the rock 
and regional tectonics changes pore-fluid and CO2 physical properties (i.e. densities). Therefore, the 
geothermal gradient in the sediments which is a function of the heat flow and the thermal conductivity of 
the sediments is another critical data to compute in the reservoir model. Values for geothermal gradients 
in deepwater sub-seabed formations are broad with the lowest being 0.5°F/100 feet and the highest being 
9°F/100 feet depending on local heat flow in the sediments and the regional activity in the oceanic crust. 
Thus, in these numerical simulations, values for temperature of the sediments can range from 35°F for 
the sediments located right under the seabed to 71°F if the sediment layer is located at the bottom of the 
model (328 feet below the seafloor) and with a high geothermal gradient of 9°F/100 feet. 

e. The amount of CO2 that can be injected in the sediments and the migration of the plume are of the utmost 
importance in this study. Currently, the largest carbon sequestration project that has taken place was 
located in Canada (Weyburn) where about 1.8 million tons of CO2 (5,000 tons per day) has been injected 
each year. Thus, two injection rates of 1,000 tons per day and 5,000 tons per day respectively 
corresponding to 1.8 millions tons and 365,000 tons of CO2 injected in the offshore sediments each year 
have been used through multiple reservoir simulations. 

f. In all the case studies that have been selected, water depths range between 9,000 feet and 18,000 feet 
and therefore these two values have been selected for the sensitivity and optimization studies. 

These six parameters are among the most influential factors that can affect the deepwater sediments CO2 
injection process. Porosity, sediment permeability, and the vertical permeability over horizontal permeability ratio 
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are uncertain parameters and the amount of CO2 injection is a design parameter. A two level factorial 
experimental design with resolution of IV has been employed as the approach to investigate the effects of the six 
factors in order to quantify the most influential factors. Thus, at least 16 simulation runs to capture most of the 
possible combinations have been required. The experimental design matrix summarizing all the simulation runs 
for sensitivity and optimization is presented in Table 2. 

Results from the CO2 injection simulations have been used to calculate ANOVA (analysis of variance) of the 
results. The Model F-value of 70.09 implies that the model is significant. There is only a 0.01% chance that a 
"Model F-Value" this large could occur due to ‘noise’. Also, R-squared for the mathematical equation is 0.9790 
which is a very good value. Additionally, adjusted and predicted R-squared values for the model are 0.9651 and 
0.9338 respectively. The predicted R-squared of 0.9338 is in reasonable agreement with the Adjusted R-squared 
of 0.9651. The mathematical objective formula of the dissolved CO2 value as a function of other parameters is 
given in Eq.1: 

Tempk102.23132+k109.91998                   

Temp0.013818-DE108.81993+102.51974-k103.01654-7.98638= )(RLog
5-6-

-6-4-3
110

××⋅××⋅+

××⋅×⋅×⋅

φ

φ
  (Eq. 1) 

where: k is the permeability of deepwater sediments 
 ϕ is the porosity of the deepwater sediments 
 D is the depth of the deepwater sediments 
 Temp is the temperature in the deepwater sediments 

Table 2. Experimental design matrix of simulation runs for sensitivity and optimization studies 
Porosity Permeability Temperature Injection Rate Depth

% mD °F Tons/day feet

1 42 500 71 5,000 0.1 18,000

2 90 500 71 1,000 0.8 9,000

3 42 0.1 35 5,000 0.1 9,000

4 75 0.1 71 5,000 0.1 9,000

5 75 0.1 35 1,000 0.8 9,000

6 75 0.1 71 1,000 0.1 18,000

7 42 0.1 71 1,000 0.8 18,000

8 42 0.1 35 5,000 0.1 18,000

9 75 500 35 1,000 0.1 18,000

10 75 500 35 5,000 0.1 9,000

11 75 500 71 5,000 0.8 18,000

12 75 0.1 35 5,000 0.8 18,000

13 42 500 35 5,000 0.8 9,000

14 42 500 35 1,000 0.8 18,000

15 42 0.1 71 5,000 0.8 9,000

16 42 500 71 1,000 0.1 9,000

Run Vertical 
Anisotropy

 

Response surface 

The standard error of design is illustrated in Figure 5. The standard error of design graph is a contour plot 
showing the standard error of prediction for areas in the design space. The standard error of design should be 1.0 
or lower as plotted on the z axis. Additionally, the porosity (parameter ‘C’ on Figure 5) and the permeability 
(parameter ‘A’ on Figure 5) are represented respectively on the x and y axis. Therefore, with actual factors for 
parameters ‘B’, ‘D’, ‘E’ and ‘F’ corresponding respectively to the vertical anisotropy (0.45), the sediment depth 
(13,500 feet), the temperature of the sediments (53°F) and the injection rate (3,000 tons per day). The standard 
error of design is minimized for porosity values of 66% and permeability values of 200.06 mD. 
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Figure 5. Three dimensional mapping of the standard error of the experimental design 

Also, a half normal plot has been used as a tool to identify the most important factors in the CO2 injection process 
in deepwater sediments as shown in Figure 6. The half normal plot shows the half normal probability versus the 
change of the effect. The effect represents the change in the average response when a factor varies from its 
lowest to highest value. Thus, parameters that deviate from the straight line are considered parameters that have 
more influence on the CO2 injection process viability. As a result, it can be seen on Figure 6 that the most 
influential factors on the viability of CO2 injection in deepwater sediments are by order of importance: the 
deepwater sediments permeability (‘A’), the temperature of the sediments (‘E’), the porosity (‘C’) and the 
sediments depth (‘D’). Also, permeability-temperature (‘AE’) and permeability-porosity (‘AC’) combined 
parameters are more critical than the porosity (‘C’) or the water depth (‘D’). Finally, the vertical anisotropy (‘B’) 
and the injection rate (‘F’) have been found to be less influential when injection CO2 in deepwater sub-seabed 
formations process. 

 
Figure 6. Most important factors for a two level factorial design 

Furthermore, after determining the most important parameters and ranking them based on their importance on 
each objective formula, response surface plots have been generated. Figure 7 shows a three dimensional 
response surface plot for dissolved CO2 values at different sediment depths and sediment temperatures with the 
other factors taking constant values. One of advantages of using experimental design and response surface 
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methodologies is to perform an optimization process. Thus, the optimized values for the defined objective function 
can be predicted with a reasonable margin of error. As a result, an optimum point for which the dissolved CO2 
takes a maximum value is obtained for the lowest temperature of 35°F and deepest water depths (i.e. sub-seabed 
formations). Thus, a deeper formation implies a higher formation pressure in which the CO2 remains in its liquid 
phase (CO2 phase diagram). Also, the deepwater sediments with a vertical anisotropy of 0.45, a sediment 
porosity value of 44.76% and a sediment permeability of 20.37 mD constitute the main characteristics observed 
for the optimum condition. 

Similarly, Figure 8 shows a three dimensional response surface plot for dissolved CO2 values at different 
sediment porosities and sediment temperatures with the other factors taking constant values. Again, an optimum 
point for which the dissolved CO2 takes a maximum value is obtained for the lowest temperature of 35°F but 
shows also that the optimum is independent of the porosity values (ranging between 42% and 90%). Also, the 
deepwater sediments with a vertical anisotropy of 0.45, a sediment permeability value of 20.37 mD, a water depth 
of 18,000 feet and an injection rate of 3,000 tons per day constitute the main characteristics observed for the 
optimum condition. 

 
Figure 7. Response surface for maximum amount of dissolved CO2 with different sediment depths and temperatures 

 
Figure 8. Response surface for maximum amount of dissolved CO2 with different sediment porosities and 

temperatures 
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High-Level Mapping of the Best Deepwater Sediments for CO2 Sequestration 

Since most of the world’s oceans and deep seas have been mapped and because various boreholes and rock 
samples have been collected over the last 40 years, high level maps of deepwater sediment characteristics have 
been produced. Thus, Figure 9 is presenting a high-level distribution of the marine sediments with four main types 
of deepwater sediments: 

o Lithogenous sediments usually coming river, glacier and wind and located close to the oceans’ shores 
and composing the marginal seas. 

o Pelagic sediments (siliceous ooze) pile up notably in the equatorial regions of the Pacific and Indian 
Oceans and also where a relatively high geothermal gradient is present. 

o Pelagic sediments (calcareous ooze) accumulate near the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific mid-ocean ridges in 
water depths greater than the carbonate compensation depth (≈13,000 feet).  

o Abyssal or red clays are coming for wind dust settling in the Earth’s oceans. Red clays amass in ultra-
deepwater environments located around 30° latitude north and 30° latitude south. 

 
Figure 9. Distribution of marine sediments (modified from Spinelli et al., 2004 after data form Barron and Whitman, 

1981) 

Therefore, from sensitivity, optimization and parametric analyses summarized in Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8, 
red clays (usually located in ultra-deepwater environments) with moderate to relatively high porosity and average 
permeability of 20 mD offer the best reservoir for CO2 storage. Also, lithogenous and pelagic sediments located in 
regions with low to moderate geothermal gradients (1°F/ 100 feet to 4°F/ 100 feet) having enough void space 
available (moderate to high porosity) and permeability greater than 20mD constitute a perfectly viable permanent 
storage. Additionally, deepwater sub-seabed low permeability formations (≤1 mD) but having relatively high 
porosity and low geothermal gradient can sequester large quantities of CO2 as well; especially, if the injection rate 
is high enough (3,000 to 5,000 tons per day). However, if hydrates which could limit the injection rate by impeding 
the mobility of the liquid CO2 are present or could form in low permeability sediments, these sediments would not 
constitute the best storage option. Finally, deepwater sediments with low permeability, low porosity and high 
geothermal gradients such as sediments located at great depths below the seafloor in high heat flow regions do 
not seem to form a permanent and safer trap at these depths because, at high temperature, the CO2 phase 
changes from liquid to supercritical before migrating upwards until reaching cooler sediments and then being 
trapped at shallower depths. However, CO2 should not be injected near or below steep slopes since landslides 
may expose the CO2 to be released into the ocean and therefore CO2 sites must be positioned in deepwater 
plains. 

Conclusions 

Through several case studies and with results from multiple reservoir simulations, the difference in density 
between oceans seawater and liquid CO2 at water depths greater than 9,000 feet has shown to be a viable, 
permanent and much safer trap than the structural cap rock that is needed for CO2 sequestration in aquifers or for 
CO2 sequestration in depleted oil and gas fields because this CO2 sequestration solution appears to not being 
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sensitive to any structural geology or regional tectonics since the denser CO2 stays at the bottom of the 
‘air+seawater’ pore volume. 

In addition, because the CO2 injection process in deepwater sediments deals with a lot of uncertainties in 
reservoir and fluid parameters, it is necessary to have an efficient, systematic solution for the sensitivity analysis 
and optimization process in order to capture the effects of all uncertain and design variables. Experimental design 
and response surface modeling methods have been employed to demonstrate that the most influential 
parameters on the viability of the CO2 sequestration process in deepwater sediments are the sediments 
permeability, the temperature of the sediments (i.e. geothermal gradient) and the sub-seabed formations porosity. 
Also, the optimization analysis produced a high level mapping of the best suited deepwater sediments for offshore 
CO2 injection and CO2 permanent storage. 

As a result from these optimization and parametric studies, CO2 storage in deepwater sub-seabed sediments 
could be used on a global scale to mitigate greenhouse gas emissions and store efficiently the captured CO2 from 
various industrial processes by injecting it preferably in relatively high permeability sediments (greater than 20 
mD), low temperature sediments with geothermal gradient ranging between 0.5°F/ 100 feet and 4°F/ 100 feet and 
relatively high porosity (greater than 45%). 
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